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v STARE is best leveraged in array database (see summary for other presentations)
Ø A join operation will “magically” line up different dataset arrays spatiotemporally
for integrative analyses, drastically reducing data preparation effort, boosting
analysis productivity
v STARE can be adapted to existing practice. Two possibilities:
Ø Lookup tables (LUTs) in a STARE companion file for each granule.
Ø Forward LUT-granule data array indices (with time) to STARE indices and
Ø Reverse LUT-STARE indices to granule data array indices.
Ø Use multilevel STARE indices, and hence reduced data volume, as spatiotemporal
metadata for each granule.
Ø Allows more flexible and accurate filtering/subsetting at data discovery
phase, e.g. spatiotemporal intersections of dataset(s) with complex
geographical regions.






v Earth Science often requires analyzing multiple, diverse datasets together.
v Existing systems are only scalable for storing, searching, and distributing vast
volumes and varieties of data.
Ø Researchers as end-users search, order, and download data to their local systems.
v Effort and time spent marshaling, downloading, managing, and locally
combining data means increased hardware/software costs and less time for
research.
Ø Researchers must pay for the expensive “last mile” to make the data useful and obtain
scientific results.
Ø Automating such data management and eliminating the need for such end-user data






































































v STARE for spatiotemporal regions for data search and combination
Ø Example above: Hurricane Irma forecast (vertical = time)
Ø Multi-resolution shows flexibility of the scheme
Ø Geodesic edges speed geometric calculations
Ø Very general regions and temporal structure can be supported
Ø Useful for metadata and for general spatiotemporal specification
Ø Memory and compute efficient
Ø Naturally supports efficient data placement and parallel computing
Ø Supports processing closer to where data are stored
v Objective
Ø Where and when the 1st dataset (e.g. a TRMM or GPM dataset) indicates
precipitation, find environment conditions, e.g. pressure, temperature, humidity,
etc., from a 2nd dataset (e.g. MERRA/-2).
Use	of	“STARE	Companions”
- Environmental	conditions	of	precipitating	areas
v Procedure
Ø Find	in	array(s)	of	the	1st dataset	where/when	there	is	precipitation.
Ø Use	the	Forward	LUT	in	the	STARE	companions	of	the	1st dataset	to	
convert	its	array	indices	(plus	time)	to	STARE	indices.
Ø Search	in	the	STARE	companions	of	the	2nd dataset	granules	for	
intersections	using	STARE	indices.
Ø A	much	more	efficient	operation	then	using	lat-lon (and	time)!
Ø Use	the	Reverse	LUT	of	the	2nd dataset	to	convert	its	STARE	
indices	to	its	array	indices.
Ø Voilà!	You	get	the	environment	conditions	for	where	and	when	
there	is	precipitation!
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